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From a historical perspective, our

book 60 Years A Builder, which was

Mechanic, now the Scientific

motion the forces which he hoped

profession has come a long way in

published in 1942 and written by

American. But the work proved too

and believed would fill the long-felt

150 years. We owe a great debt to

Henry Ericsson, a man who knew

confining for him, and the following

want of society. His professional

some of the early architects who

both Van Osdel and his work.

year he returned to Chicago, aban-

knowledge and judgment were of the

have gone before us, who were self

History records Van Osdel's coming

doning his role as builder to become

greatest service to the board, fitting

taught and emerged from the Master

to Chicago from New York, and is

the first architect per se to practice

up of the building on hand for its

Builder trade. One such individual
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book. "So William B. Ogden scoured

Chicago, considered today to exhibit

New York City for the right man to

Sometime prior to 1856, Van Osdel
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some of our greatest architecture -
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and ten other men signed an
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How it came about that he met Van

extraordinary document for its time.

the buildings that were erected as

Osdel I never did learn exactly, but
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Van Osdel's original account books,

John Mills Van Osdel was born in

his twenty-five-year-old architect-
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Osdel was a self-taught architect

injury." Ogden soon became

and when the board organized, he

toward the business section of the

who prepared by reading for two

Chicago's first mayor.

was made chairman of three of its

city, he hurried from his home to his

years in The Apprentice Library in
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office, where he gathered as many of

New York City. He first came to

"I suspect that Ogden wanted Van

quoted from The Movement for

his priceless books, papers and
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Osdel as much for Chicago as to

Industrial Education and the

records as he could carry. He took

tion of William B. Ogden. At first he

build a house for him. Ogden was a
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them to the Palmer House, which
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superb judge of men. At the time
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was under construction, and went to

builder, but Ogden commissioned

that he chose Van Osdel he chose a

Burt B. Powell, "John M. Van Osdel ,

the basement where he dug a pit,

him not only to build, but to design

young lawyer from down state

who served as trustee from 1867 to
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his house. Van Osdel's name is asso-

(Illinois), who until he became

1873, was a professional architect of

books, papers and instruments. He

ciated with many of the early

President of the United States con-

many years' practice, and one pos-
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Chicago buildings, the finishing work

tinued to serve Ogden, Sheldon and

sessing the confidence and esteem

deep, and over that placed a thick

on the first ships built in Chicago,

Company or affiliated interests.

of a state-wide acquaintance. His

layer of damp clay. Several days

the erection of the first grain eleva-

Abraham Lincoln was two years older

appointment was a most fortunate

later, from the debris of the Palmer

tors, the Tremont House, the five-

than Van Osdel; they were equally
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House, he dug up his books and

story iron front buildings erected

slight of girth, though Lincoln was a

prise. He well understood the great
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before the mid-1860's, and homes

full head taller."

need of society for educated

by the baked clay he had so careful-

mechanics and artisans. He knew

ly tamped down over his precious
working materials.

for a number of Chicago's leaders.
John Mills Van Osdel was truly a ren-

The health of John Mill's wife neces-

most thoroughly the inadequacy of

aissance man of the 1800's.

sitated his return to New York in

any and all existing institutions to

1840, where for a year he edited the
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building department of the American
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reproduce the plans for the

the first modern building in the

did of physical fear. The truth to him

University for a fee of $1,000.

world to reach 13 stories.

was always the truth beyond any

books," two other literary efforts

Only two of his Chicago works

Van Osdel's influence in the early

accepted nothing without investiga-

have survived. One of these was an

appear to remain standing. One is

years of Chicago's building was so

tion, and once convinced, he was a

essay entitled "Extracts, by a

the Loop End Building at the south-

strong, that after the fire it is

loyal supporter of his convictions.

Working Man" on behalf of the elec-

east corner of State and Lake

reported he was planning and

Ever anxious that others should have

tion of Abraham Lincoln for the

Streets, which was formerly known

designing buildings that totaled a

the advantage of his knowledge, he

presidency in 1860, which he wrote

as the Page Brothers Building
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gave the affairs of others the same

and circulated widely at his own
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When one looks through the pages

careful thought that his own

expenses. The other is a series of
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of his account books directly after

received, but was never arbitrary

papers written for The Inland

iron fronts left in downtown

the fire, one observes that his old

regarding the use of the advice

Architect entitled Recollections,
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clients were the first in his office.

given….. He belonged to an epoch

which were published in the 1880's.

panels on this building are beauti-

Among them was Cyris McCormick.

that passed with him, and with his

This was the last serious work from

fully detailed, with Van Osdel

After the Chicago fire Van Osdel was

death the scene changes in the his-

his pen, and gave many quaint

designing the first ones in Chicago

responsible for establishing the

tory of the nation's architecture. He

descriptions of the early days in the

in 1856. The other work of which

grade for the city (minimum building

lived to see the old order change,

building of Chicago, before and after

Van Osdel played an important part

elevation), served as an alderman,

giving place to new, and the work of

the fire of 1871.

in the design is the Holy Family

was on the city building committee,

a lifetime well completed."

Church (1857-1860) on West

and drafted and secured the passage

Although my research is far from

Roosevelt Road in Chicago. This is

of Chicago's first building code. He
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the oldest Jesuit church in Chicago,
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nephew of John Mills Van Osdel. Bud
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and is mostly Gothic in style, with
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was an active member of the Dallas

that are examples of his talent.
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in Chicago, and designed the first

Chapter for a number of years prior to

Possibly the most well know in this

official History of the Parish credits

grain elevators erected in Chicago.

"retiring" in the early 1990's. Bud is

day and age may be "Old Main" on

Van Osdel with "its rich interior,

After Lincoln's assassination, Van

currently a real estate consultant,

the University of Arkansas campus.

lighted from windows of colors sel-

Osdel designed the catafalque that

family historian, and architectural

This building is a duplicate of the

dom excelled in American churches."

carried Lincoln's body through the

researcher. He has done extensive

old "University Hall" at the

After closing the church in 1984 due
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research on John Mills and this article

University of Illinois at Urbana, the

to general deterioration, a massive

first building on the campus which

reconstruction program was under-

John Mills died on December 21,

accomplishments of this very interest-

was subsequently demolished. "Old

taken, and the church reopened in
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ing and long "forgotten" architect.

Main" was renovated and rededicat-

1995. Holy Family was one of only

partner, John Mills Van Osdel, II,

ed in 1990, and again serves the

five public buildings to survive the

carried on the Van Osdel architectur-
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Chicago fire.

al practice after his death until

In addition to the "buried account

suggestions of compromise. He

The University of Arkansas web page

is a brief overview of the life and

around 1900. He published a book
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Among the many notable old build-

honoring John Mills' work in 1896
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ings that Van Osdel designed, but

with photos and sketches entitled A

of "Old Main" shown in the distance.

which have long since been torn

Quarter Century of Chicago

According to 1873 minutes of the

down or destroyed by fire, were the

Architecture.

Board of Trustees, after learning that

City Hall & Market (1848), Court

John Mills was the architect for the

House (1853-58), Palmer House 1

An article entitled Death of Chicago's

building at Urbana they so admired,

(1869, Palmer House 2 (1871),

First Architect, published in the

a member of the Building Committee

Palmer House 3 (1875 - first fire-

January 1892 issue of The Inland

traveled to Chicago to visit with Van

proof hotel in the West), Kendall

Architect, pays great tribute to John

Osdel. However, upon arriving he

Building (1873), Chicago Post Office

Mills. "He was a gentleman, and of

was told the plans for the building

and Custom House (1879), and the

what is termed the "old school."

had been destroyed by the "great

Monon Building (1890). The Monon

Courtly always, dignified always, and

fire." Van Osdel then offered to

building was his last work and was

he knew no more of moral than he
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